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Abstract— Transformers are widely used equipment in 

power system. Continuity of power is one of the major 

requirements of today’s power system. Any fault in power 

transformer will lead to serious problem and continuity of 

power supply is affected. In order to avoid catastrophic 

failure and reduce outage rates fault detection in its initial 

stage is required. Incipient faults lead to thermal and 

electrical stresses on transformer leading to decomposition 

of oil and insulation. This decomposition will generate gases 

due to decomposition. Thus based on this gas concentration 

a Dissolved gas Analysis (DGA) is used. In this paper 

various DGA techniques are studied through various papers. 

Then an ANN approach to this method has also been 

reviewed. After applying ANN approach to conventional 

methods. Accuracy was found to have improved 

considerably. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For Modern power system reliability is one of the basic 

requirements. Modern power system should be reliable and 

should have less outage period in case of fault. Transformers 

are widely used in power system. Faults in power system 

can lead to longer outage and thus hamper reliability of the 

system. 

Transformer protection has gained utmost 

importance in modern protection scheme. Reliability of 

power system can be improved if the incipient faults are 

detected in early stage and removed before they develop in 

some serious faults.[1] Incipient fault develops thermal and 

electrical stresses on oil as well as insulation. Due to this 

stresses insulation as well as oil decompose and generate 

certain gases. Analyzing these gases will give us idea about 

the health of the transformer as well as the type of material 

involved.[1] Predicting transformer health based on gases 

concentration is not easy as it depends on various 

transformer parameters like loading, oil volume, 

construction type etc. 

A diagnostic technique named dissolved gas 

analysis is widely used. This technique has certain, methods 

that can be used to predict the condition of the transformer. 

Various methods are Rogers ratio, Dornenberg, key gas etc. 

Rogers ratio basically takes in account three gas ratios to 

detect the fault same way Dornenberg method uses four 

ratios. Key gas method uses concentration of individual key 

gas to determine the fault. So basically these methods can be 

classified as ratio methods, based on individual gas 

concentration and graphical methods. Thus various methods 

have been developed to monitor transformer health but there 

are limitations of each that can affect the accuracies of each. 

These methods basically based on data association 

experience and ability of the analyst for reliable diagnosis. 

Thus results may vary from person to person and thus these 

methods are not that reliable. Thus search for a reliable tool 

to detect the fault using DGA is still a topic of interest for 

many. 

Neural network is extensively used where pattern 

recognition is required. They are adaptive and quite capable 

of handling nonlinear relationship. Using this ANN 

approach for fault detection in oil filled transformer can be 

reduced to association process of inputs and outputs. The 

initial steps for incipient fault detection using ANN includes 

defining input\output pattern, ANN training and 

configuration [1] and finally testing network using known 

and unknown data. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. R.R. Rogers[1] 

This paper was the first paper based on incipient fault 

detection based on ratios of gases. In this method gases 

produced due to deterioration of oil and paper insulation 

were examined and a technique based on using ratios of 

these gases was developed. Indications of the type of fault 

occurring were developed from past history. After many 

data analyzing it was found that increase in the ratio of 

ethylene/acetylene indicated electrical fault and increase in 

ratio of methane/hydrogen indicated thermal fault. It 

suggested that higher the temperature higher will be the 

molecular gases generated indicating the temperature of 

fault. The use of ratio has eliminated the effect of volume of 

oil. There is no need of high level apparatus for detection of 

fault. 

B. J.L. Guardadro, N.L. Naredo, P. Moreno and C.R. 

Fuertes. [2]  

This paper presents a comparative study of ANN efficiency 

in detecting incipient faults in power transformer. Here NN 

was trained according to five conventional method of DGA. 

These methods are Dornenberg, Modified rogers, Rogers, 

IEC. First the network was trained and then tested for using 

new set of data. Various networks were developed by 

changing no of neurons in layers and the mean error is 

checked and the network with least mean error is the best 

suited and the one with best accuracy. Finally the results of 

ANN were compared with those obtained by conventional 

methods. Results show that ANN accuracy varied for 

various methods. The average accuracy was in between 87-

98%. 

C. Balint Nemeth, Szilvia Laboncz and Istvan Kiss.[3]  

This paper deals with an expert system that utilizes fuzzy 

logic implementation into DGA. To improve accuracy of 

conventional DGA methods a fuzzy system in conjunction 
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with neural network to identify incipient fault in transformer 

is used. Here in second part ANN was used to overcome the 

limit in fuzzy logic based detection. Main advantage being 

ANN can learn from their past experiences. Moreover in 

fuzzy it is necessary to define fuzzy rule base which is very 

complicated and can vary from person to person. Thus ANN 

approach has been used so that this problem can be rectified 

and accuracy can be improved. As ANN can be trained 

directly from the past experiences and data there is no need 

for defining a rule base as in case of fuzzy that can vary 

from person to person. Here they have also considered other 

information like type, voltage level, and maintenance 

history. 

D. Fathiah Zakaria , Dalina johari and Ismail Musirin.[4]  

This paper presents the application of artificial neural 

network in detecting incipient faults by using DGA 

techniques. It gives wealth of information in analyzing the 

transformer condition. Here ANN was developed to classify 

seven different types of faults based on ratio of combustible 

gases. Several networks were developed and were trained 

based on past data. The network with best performance was 

selected. Developed network was trained with 205 data and 

was tested for 100 samples. Here Levenberg-Marquardnt 

training method is used as it is fastest training algorithm. 

Finally multi-layer feed forward back propagation network 

was developed that can easily identify the incipient faults in 

transformer reliably. 

E. Abubakar A. Suleiman, Ali S. alghamdi and Mohd 

Aizam. [5]  

This paper presents a computer program based condition 

diagnosis system developed to combine four DGA 

assessment techniques. A user friendly GUI was created to 

give visual display of four techniques and the output of 

combined interpretation. The result of prediction analyses 

done to test the accuracy of the program showed overall 

DGA accuracy of 97.03% as compared to 91% of ta 

individual method. 

F. K.P. Oehlmann and L. Mao.[6]  

This paper describes how consolidated Edison applied 

standard C57.104 to underground network transformer. It 

also describes Con Edisons process for determining the root 

cause of combustible gas generation and the root cause 

analysis for selected cases. It showed the results that number 

of in-service transformer failure was reduced from 147 to 

41. 

G. Ibrahim B.M. Taha, Hatim G Zainiand and Sherif . S. 

M. ghoneim.[7]  

This paper describes two main method of dissolved gas 

analysis. They are namely Dornenberg method and Rogers‟s 

ratio method. In Dornenberg method fault diagnosis is done 

on the basis of three gas ratios and in rogers ratio method 

four ratios are being utilized. Here a MATLAB model based 

on DGA standard C57.104 is created using a MATLAB 

Simulink tools and the methods are tested. Dornenberg 

method can predict about five transformer condition based 

on gas ratios. The idea of the Simulink model is based on 

rules that control the transformer fault state in two methods. 

Rogers‟s ratio method can predict about seven different 

condition of transformer based on three gas ratios. These 

models were tested with about 77 data from the field and 

accuracy was checked and that was 79% for Rogers and 

about 52%for Dornenberg. Thus comparative study of two 

methods states that both methods have certain limitations in 

detecting the faults as many cases the result were 

“UNDETERMINED”. This can be improved by using either 

graphical method or by any of the AI techniques. 

H. B.M. Taha and Sherif S.M.Ghoneim[8].  

In this paper it is highlighted that two methods namely IEC 

and Rogers ratio have some limitations for transformer fault 

diagnosis in many cases they are not able to detect the fault. 

To overcome this limitation they proposed refined methods. 

The accuracy of refined IEC and Rogers‟s ratio is improved 

when compared to Duval triangle method. All the codes 

have been constructed in MATLAB. There is an 

enhancement in the accuracies by using refining codes. The 

accuracy increased from 50.26% to 66.06%for IEC method, 

whereas it increased from 44.82% to 60.62% for CEBG 

code. Here stability of each method has also been tested by 

applying input data uncertainty. Other methods of dissolved 

gas analysis have not been covered. Also accuracy of about 

60% can be considered moderate and can be improved. Use 

of any AI techniques can improve the accuracy to a great 

extent thus AI can be applied. 

I. Jawad Faiz and Milad Soleimani [9]  

In this paper all the dissolved gas analysis techniques are 

discussed. Here DGA interpretation is evaluated in detecting 

different faults and the techniques considered as 

conventional methods are investigated. Evaluation is based 

on real time data. Here consistency of conventional methods 

for diagnosis of all faults was investigated. It is shown that 

Duvall‟s pentagon and triangle are the best methods for 

more detailed fault diagnosis. Here limitations of each 

methods reviewed has been highlighted. For Dornenberg 

and Rogers‟s ratio the main limitation is that they have “NO 

RESULT” outcome in many cases thus have a pretty less 

accuracy. Key gas analysis is good but the upper boundaries 

of each key gas is not fixed thus results can vary also it is 

effected by stray gassing as it is dependent on individual gas 

concentration. Duvals triangle method is the best and has a 

good accuracy and is reliable. But the main drawback is that 

it gives fault even in case when there is no fault at all. 

Further accuracies of each method to detect particular fault 

was also tested. 
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